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q'i 3 HBWRY JAMBS AND THE PRAGMATISM OP WILLIAM JAMBS

c . SL
At the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century,

pragmatism along with institutionalise, instrumentalism, economic determin-

ism, and legal realism formed a new intellectual pattern in Anerica which

replaced the genteel academic tradition of the respectable ministers and

lawyers of the nineteenth century. Morton G. White haa called this pattern

The revolt against formalism." The older religions and philosophies, such

aa Puritan theology which denies the freedom of the will, were inadequate in

helping modern man improve his conditions, ao believed the pragmatists.

Pragmatism offered a method founded on human will, experience, and intelli-

gence that was intended to help Americans solve problems in all fields of

activity and reflection. In American Thought . (1915), Woodbridge Riley

vigorously describes the triumph mergence of "a typical American

philosophy," pragmatism, at this time in the height of ita acceptance aa

the wave of the future. *The Western Goth, so fiercely practical, ao

keen of eye» haa at last gotten himself a philosophy. It is pragmatism,

the philosophy of practicality, the gospel of energy, whose prime criterion

ia success." In a letter to Henry James dated May 4, 1907, William James

reveals hia confidence in the pragmatic movement by describing it as"some-

thing quite like the protest ant reformation," which ia destined for "defini-
3

tive triumph."

According to Ralph Barton Perry there ia no evidence in lettera or

other sources of Henry James's feelings about his brother *s psychology or

"The Will to Believe," but after the publication of Pragmatism in 1907

1. Morton White, Social Thought in America : The Revolt Against
Formalism , p. 3

——— __—__ ,t

2. Woodbridge Riley, American Thought , p. 297.
3. Henry James, ed.. Letters of William Janes , vol. 2, p. 279.
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Henry was sufficiently interested to comment.

October 17, 1907

Why the devil I didn't write to you after reading your
Pragmatism - how I kept from it - I can*t now explain save by
the very fact of the spell itself (of interest and enthralnent)
that the book case upon me; I siaply sank down, under it, into
such depths of submission and assimilation that artg reaction,
very nearly, even that of acknowledgment, would have had al-
most the taint of dissent or escape. Then I was lost in the
wonder of the extent to which all my life I have (like M.
Jourdain) unconsciously pragmatised. You are immensely and
universally right , and I have been absorbing more of your
followings up of the matter In the American (Journal of
Psychology?).. . I feel the reading of the book, at all events
to have really been the event of my summer.4

The Pluralistic Ikiiverse and The Meaning of Truth also evoked enthusiastic

responses from Henry.

July 18, 1909

All this time I'm not thanking you in the competent
way for your Pluralistic volume - which now I effusively
do. I read it, while in town, with a more thrilled interest
than I can say; with enchantment, with pride, and almost with
comprehension. It may sustain and inspire you a little to
know that I'm with you, all along the line - and can conceive
of no sense in any philosophy that is not yours! As an art-
ist and 'creator' I catch on, hold on, to pragmatism and can
work in the light of it and apply it; finding, in comparison,
everything else (so far as I know the same!) utterly irrele-
vant and useless - vainly and coldly parallel!5

November 1, 1909

I have beautiful communications from you all too long
unacknowledged and unrequited... To these I add the arrival,
still more recently, of your brave new book, (The Meaning of
Truth) which I fell upon immediately and have quite passion-
ately absorbed - to within 50 pages of the end; a great num-
ber previous to which I have read this evening - which makes
me late to begin this. I find it of thrilling interest, tri-
umphant and brilliant, and am lost in admiration of your wealth
and power. I palpitate as you make out your cause (since it
seems to me you so utterly do,) as I under no romantic spell
ever palpitate now; and into that case I enter intensely, un-
reservedly, and I think you would allow almost intelligently.

4. P. O. Matthiessen, The James Family , p. 343.
5. Ibid., pp. 343-344."" —



I find you nowhere as difficult as you surely make everything
for your critics. Clearly you are winning a great battle and

great will be your fame..*

You surely make philosophy more interesting and living
than any one has ever made it before, and by a real creative
and undemolishable making; whereby all you write plays into
my poor 'creative' consciousness and artistic vision and
pretention with the most extraordinary suggest iveness and

force of application and inspiration. Thank the powers -

that is thank yours ! - for a relevant and assimilable and

referable philosophy, which is related to the rest of one's
intellectual life otherwise and more conveniently than a
fowl is related to a fish. In short, dearest William, the
effect of these collected papers of your present volume -

which I had read all individually before - seems to me
exquisitely and adorably cumulative and, so to speak, con-
secrating; so that I. for my part feel Pragmatic invulner-
ability constituted.

&

In The Thought and Character of William James , Ralph Barton Perry says

,

"It is evident from these letters that Henry let William do his philosophiz-

ing for him. There is no indication, even in the passages, of the ideas

which the writer so greatly esteems - no exposition of them, still less

criticism. In Henry James's other correspondence there is no philosophy

7
at all." Perry feels that Henry's avowed acceptance of pragmatism is

"admiring pride" for one more of William's attainments. Henry only praises

William, while William freely offers both advice and criticism to his brother.

In a reply to a letter of William's about The Golden Bowl , Henry makes the

following comment on November 23, 1905:

I'm always sorry when I hear of your reading anything of mine,
and always hope you won't ~ you seem to me so constitutionally
unable to "enjoy" it, and so condemned to look at it from a
point of view remotely alien to mine in writing it, and to
conditions out of which, as mine, it has inevitably sprung —
so that all the intentions that have been its main reason
for being (with me) appear never to have reached you at all....

6. Matthiessen, op. c it . , pp. 343-344.
7. Ralph Barton T'erry, The Thought and Character of William James , p. 337
8. Ibid., p. 335.



If The Golden Bowl or other of Henry James's novels reveal pragmatism,

or ideas sympathetic with William's way of thinking, it seems likely that

William would have commented on them. Henry's intentions were different

from William's, and William wrote to Henry, "Your methods and my ideas seem

o
the reverse." Henry David Aiken believes that even though William James

is cultivated, cosmopolitan and artistic, he is "tendentious ly moralistic"

in judging the arts, because he associates the aesthetic with the sensuous

and the sensuous with frivolity and decadence. 10 For Henry art and morality

are intertwined, and in his style he found a form for his awareness of moral

issues. As William H. Gass states it, this awareness "was so pervasive it

furniture and walls and ornamental gardens and perched upon the shoulders

of his people a dove for spirit...."

William and Henry do not meet on the plane of expression and style,

but both are moralists concerned with the actions and ideas of people or

characters involved in personal moral crises. Many recent critics seem

to feel that since Henry acknowledges his adhesion to pragmatism (and even

though William does not recognize it in Henry's works) this method is used

by the characters in Henry's novels to solve their moral dilemma or attain

their desires. Whether Henry was a pragmatist in his own life is impossible

to determine since he had a "morbid passion for personal privacy and a

standing quarrel with the blundering publicities of the age."
12

Henry

rarely committed himself to direct statements of his ideas, and he did

not seek to impress his opinions on the public. Alwyn Berland believes

that Henry James is a pragmatist "primarily in the sense that all novelists

9. Perry, op. cit ., p. 335
10. Henry David Aiken, "American Pragmatism Reconsidered", Commentary.

September, 1962, p. 241. T

11. William H. Gass, "The High Brutality of Good Intentions," Accent.
Winter, 1958, p. 63.

12. B.F. Benson, ed., Henry James ; Letters to A.C. Benson and Auguste
Monod, p. 47.

———_ w»*» •• '
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tend to be: In their concern for testing attitudes or assumptions about

life in the specific, dramatic texture of re-created life, and in measuring

their consciences in the same way. In this sense, every good novel -

including James •• - is a 'pragmatic test.' m13 The last of James *s large-

scale novels, The Golden Bowl , was finished in 1904, three years before

Henry wrote to William that as an artist and creator he could work in the

light of pragmatism and apply it; therefore a comparison of his novels and

short stories before and after the publication of Pragmatism cannot be made.

Some men such as Alexander Cowie, Ralph Barton Perry, and Harold T. McCarthy

feel that although Henry James takes a position on the matter of pragmatism,

be devoted little time to exploring its implications, since he is not con-

cerned with philosophy per se. Whether Henry James unconsciously pragmatised

all his life or not seems to depend on opinions of how this philosophy might

have been interpreted by James himself, and also, by the scholar who studies

this subject. This method is a rather subjective and speculative way of

determining Henry James's position as a pragmatist.

One of the problems of pragmatism is that it does not lend itself to

a summary definition. Each person who calls himself a pragmatist applies

his own method to solving his own particular problems. In 1908, when the

pragmatic movement was still young, Arthur 0. Lovejoy pointed out that the

term itself had thirteen different meanings in literature. In 1912 Ralph

Barton Perry wrote a book. Present Philosophical Tendencies , in which he

states that at this time, "We are as yet too much in the midst of it

(pragmatism) to discern its general contour....'* Even today, fifty

years later, there is no unified system of thought formulated about the

13. Alwyn Berland, -Henry James and the Aesthetic Tradition," Journal
of the History of Ideas . July-September, 1962, p. 418.

14. Ralph Barton Perry, Present Philosophical Tendencies , p. 197.



particular tenets of this philosophy. But the most immediate concern of

this study is what William James means in Pragmatism when this book was

published in 1907.

Charles S. Peirce first conceived the basic idea of pragmatism as

early as 1871. His ideas were more fully developed at discussions of the

"Metaphysical Club," a group of several members of the Harvard faculty

including William James, Chauncey Wright, Francis Ellingwood Abbott, John

Fiske, and Oliver Wendell Holmes. These informal meetings were held during

1872, 1873, and 1874. In November, 1877 and January, 1878 Peirce published

in the Popular Science Monthly two articles, "The Fixation of Belief** and

"How to Make Our Ideas Clear." These articles did not earn Peirce any

prominence as an American philosopher until twenty years later in 1898

when his doctrine was revived by William James in an address, "Philosophical

Conceptions and Practical Results," which was delivered in Berkeley, at the

University of "California. Charles Peirce *s pragmatism or "Pragmatic ism"

as he renamed it, selecting a word"which was ugly enough to be safe from

kidnappers"17 is often referred to as a philosophy of science or meaning.

Peirce says that pragmatisn is related to the gospel and an application of

the sole principle of logic recommended by Jesus: "Ye may know them by

18
their fruits." His principle of pragmatism is that the whole meaning

of any idea is to be found by this method. "Consider what effects, that

might conceivably have practical bearings, we conceive the object of our

conception to have. Then, our conception of these effects is the whole of

our conception of the object."19 In an article printed in 1005, "What

15. William Werkmeister, A History of Philosophical Ideas in America ,

p. 171.

16. Riley, op. cit . , p. 281.
17. Philip P. Welner, Values in a Universe of Chance ; ^elected Writings

of Charles j>. Peirce , p. 186.
" 18. Ibid ., p. 181.
19. Ibid., p. 181.



Pragmatism Is," Peirce says that as an experimentalist using the ways of

20
thinking of the laboratory, he has formulated this idea, and in 1898

lliara James states that this was the principle of his pragmatism. But

James is set apart from other major pragmatists because of his interest

in the psychological, individual effect of terms which lead to a private

solution of problems , while Peirce, for example, is concerned with general

operational consequences which can be tested by scientific methods used in

laboratories. Peirce^s pragmatism leads to a theory of meaning, but within

the scope of pragmatism Janes includes a theory of truth, and he confuses

the issue of this philosophy by stating the main principle alternately as

a theory of the nature of meaning and a theory of the nature of truth.

William James's pragmatism is first of all a method primarily used

for settling metaphysical disputes between the temperamental extremes of

the "tough-minded" and the "tender-minded" philosophers, the clash which

William James regards as the fundamental theme of the whole contrapuntal

history of philosophy. A mediating philosophy is of great interest to

William} but this aspect of pragmatism has no particular appeal to Henry,

for one can see no evidence of metaphysical disputes in his novels or

stories. His characters are not concerned with the theory of meaning, the

conflict of science or religion, the establishment of an "eternal moral

order", or questions such as whether the world is one or many, fated or

free, material or spiritual. With the exception of Lambert strether in

The Ambassadors who is concerned with the "illusion of freedom" or free

will, Henry specializes his interests on man ,s relations to man and to

20. Weiner, og. cit., p. 19.



society. He excludes larger problems of man's relation to the universe and

to God. According to William, "The whole function of philosophy ought to

be to find out what definite difference it will make to you and me, at

definite instants of our life, if this world-formula or that world-formula

21
be the true one."

The characters of Henry James do not use pragmatism as a philosophy for

considering world-fornulas, for they are not philosophers. They use the

method of pragmatism as individuals do in working toward their ends, such

as marriage, money, and happiness. Not all of these ends and means would

be agreeable to William James, a very ethical man, but he leaves pragmatism

"wide-open" without any sort of implied or explicit moral control.

According to C. 8. Cox, Henry James emphasizes the importance of moral

integrity rather than practical achievement, since Jamesian heroes and

heroines find consistent moral behavior more important than riches and

22
prosperity. liam, on the other hand, is often criticized for being

a spokesman for materialistic opportunism, and pragmatism is sometimes found

defined as the ideology of American capitalism. William H. Gass writes,

"Both Henry James and his brother were consumed by a form of the Moral

Passion. 3oth struggled to find in the plural world of practice a vantage

for spirit. But William was fatally enmeshed in the commercial. How well

he speaks for the best of his age."
23

lilliara can be defended from this

charge by the statement of his feelings in a letter he sent to H. G. Wells

21. William James , Pragmatism and four essays from The Meaning of Truth ,

p. 45

.

22. C. B. Cox, "Henry James and Stoicism," Essays and Studies. VII,
1955, p. 77.

—*

23. Gass, 0£. cit., p. 63.



on September 11, 1006. He shows himself a foe of the American worship of

the "bitch goddess SUCCESS" with its "squalid cash interpretation" and

24
"Callousness to abstract Justice." He also believes conmereialisa

would clash with other "vital benefits." But if pragmatism as a philosophy

is Judged by its emphasis and general tendencies rather than by the char-

acter and intentions of its founders, then pragmatism has a tendency to

ring with the sound of money and success. Throughout his works William

James uses commercial terns, and once Charles S. Peirce and John Dewey

saw the result of this practice they tried to distinguish their philosophies

from his. Cass points out that in The Varietie s of Religious Experience

James makes the following statements: "God does a wholesale not a retail

business. The world is a banking house. Catholic confession is a method

of periodically auditing and squaring accounts." In Pragmatism he writes,

"Truth lives, in fact, for the most part on a credit system. Our thoughts

and beliefs •pass,* so long as nothing challenger, them, just as bank-notes

pass so long as no one refuses them. But all this points to direct face-

to-face verifications somewhere, without which the fabric of truth collapses

like a financial system with a no-cash-basis whatever."
26

He also refers

to truth»s "cash value." "Cash-values!" says Woodbridgc Riley, "nuch

phrases pervert the principle of Peirce into a transaction of the Chicago

clearing house."* The opponents of pragmatism were quick to point out

that this philosophy is a materialistic one whose use for ideas is their

"cash value." Regardless of criticism* William continues to use business

24. Henry James, ed., Utters of William James , vol. 2, p. 260.
25. Gass, of>. c it . , p. 64.
26. Gillian James, Pragmatism , p. 137.
27. Riley, og. cit.. p. 317.
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terns and even expands them. Pragmatism is more than a philosophy typical

of the land of the dollar, but this factor oust be taken into consideration

since so ouch emphasis has been placed upon it.

Que of the reasons the original intentions of William James and the

actual uses of the pragmatic method are often two different things is that

pragmatism is a "completely genial" philosophy which will consider any

evidence or entertain any hypothesis. It has no dogmas, no doctrines and

no set results} it is a method and attitude of orientation: "the attitude

of looking away from first things, principles, 'categories,* supposed

necessities! and of looking towards last things, fruits, consequences,

.28
facts." The pragmatic method interprets each notion by tracing its

practical consequences, and the meaning of a thought is determined by the

conduct it produces. Pcirce and William James assmme that thoughts and

beliefs are really rules for action; for the pragmatist all sincere belief

is incipient action and reveals itself only in action. "Theories thus

become instruments, not answers to enigmas, in which we can rest. We don't

lie back upon them, we move forward, and, on occasion, sake nature over

29
again by their aid." The pragmatist declares himself in what he renounces

and what he seeks: "lie turns away from abstractions and insufficiency, from

verbal solutions, from bad a priori reasons, from fixed principles, closed

systems, and pretended absolutes and origins. lie turns towards action and

towards power ."3< From a paraphrase of a notebook entry William James made

in 1870, one can see how concerned he is about action. "We need only si cold

blood ACT as if the thing in question were real, and keep acting as if it

28. William James, Pragmatism , p. 47.
29. Ibid ., p. 46.
30. Ibid., p. 45.
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were real, and it will infallibly end by growing Into such a connection

with our life that it will become real."
31

Within the scope of pragmatism, William James includes a genetic

theory of truth. Truth is an adaptive function of the mind, and beliefs

become true as experience bears them out. There is no "stagnant property*

in the truth of an idea, for "truth happens to an idea. It becomes true,

32
is made true by events." According to James, "True ideas are those that

we can assimilate, validate, corroborate and verify. False ideas are those

33
that we cannot .T

* True beliefs are those that work in aiding men in the

conduct of their affairs and which help them get into satisfactory relations

with other parts of their experience. Truth instrumentally leads people

from old opinions to new ones, and a new idea is true in proportion to its

usefulness and expediency to the individual thinker. James also identifies

truth as "one species of good," for true ideas are helpful in life** prac-

tical struggles. If ideas clash with other vital benefits, they are not

true.

William James's interest in philosophy is fundamentally restricted to

its psychological aspect. He never elaborates any systematic theory of

morals, politics, or social organization. In his first lecture on pragmatism

he says that the philosophy which is so important to man is not a technical

mattert "It is only partly got from books; it is our individual way of

seeing and feeling the total push and pressure of the cosmos."
34

James

offers to men methods and attitudes which he feels will work best in lead-

ing the individual to meet the demands of experience. Since he believes

that the questions of religious and moral beliefs cannot be determined by

31. Clinton Hartley Grattan, The Three Jamses , A Family of Minds, p. 146.
32. William James, Pragmatism'Tp'.lsX

* l

33. Ibid., 133.
34. Ed., p. 18.
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the public procedures of science and that they concern the private satis-

factions of each individual person, he femulated an attitude in 1896 which

he entitled "The Will to Believe.*' It offers each nan a means to test out

his ideas about religion and righteousness, for James felt it is better to

take a risk and act with belief than to lose all chance of ever attaining

truth and more abundant life. "The Will to Believe" Justifies faith and

defends man*s right to adapt a believing attitude in order to solve problems

of conduct or right action.

Both pragmatism and the will to believe involve an element of risk

which a genuine pragmatist must accept once he acts for what he thinks is

a great cause. If a person is wrong, so much the worse for himt but this

sacrifical action makes life significant. As a meliorist James believed

that the world naturally gets better and especially that it can be made

better by human effort. The world stands really malleable, waiting to

35
receive its final touches at our hands." Thus, William James places much

emphasis on action; if man believes and acts, his beliefs will have a

chance of becoming real.

Pragmatism is meant to be very utilitarians William James says truth

for the pragmatist "becomes a class name for all sorts of definite working

values in experience," and the possession of true thoughts "means every-

37
where the invaluable instruments of action." Within the novels of Henry

James are characters whose intellectual growth is very similar to pragmatism's

theory of truth. As their stock of old opinions is put under a strain by

new experiences, new truths are added to their old opinions. These new

truths help them deal practically and intellectually with reality as they

better understand it.

35. William James, Pragmatism , p. 15,

36. Ibid ., p. 54.
37. Ibid., p. 134.
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Within six novels of Henry Jaws - The American (1877) , The Portrait of

a Lady (1881), The 3ostonlans (1886)., The I'rincess Casamassima (1886), The

^tznbassadors (1903), and The Golden Bowl (1904) - American and European

characters are found who follow the pragmatic method in working toward

various ends. These include Christopher Newman, Noemie Nichole, Olive

Chancellor, Paul Muniment, and Maggie Verver. Isabel Archer and Lambert

Strether are not pragmatists, but they fall within the scope of pragmatism

in that they follow the theory of truth in broadening their experiences and

developing their consciousness. Also within these novels are illustrations

of persons who, due to personal reasons, arc ineffectual as pragmatists.

They include the Princess Cassamassima, Hyacinth Sobinson, and Miss Birdseye.

Valentine de Bellegarde cannot be a pragmatist, as in one sense he wants to

be, because of environmental reasons and his sense of family honor.

Christopher Newman in The /merlean is a pragmatist in a commercial

sense, taking into account that the appeal to business is a tendency of

the movement of pragmatism rather than one of the doctrines of the philosophy

established by its founders. Americans worship the practical inventor and

the pushing man of affairs. They admire visible consequences, and prosperity

seems to hover within the call of Christopher Newman. As James describes

him: Hhe is evidently a man of business, the term appears to confess, for

his particular benefit, to undefined and mysterious boundaries which invite

the imagination to bestir itself."
38

His history is a tale of the Western

world which dealt with enterprises "of great financial tides" which James

felt were unnecessary to introduce to the reader in detail. Action is as

38. Henry James, The American , pp. 4-5.
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natural to Christopher Newman as respiration and he is a born experimentalist.

Christopher*s sole aio in life had been to sake money, or as James says, "To

gouge a fortune, the bigger the better." "Life had been for him an open game,

39
and he played for high stakes." To mow at his ease he needs the ••use of

great risks, and he has that pragmatic willingness to live without assurances

or guarantees. His methods are those of a shrewd, successful businessman

who is accustomed to gaining his ends by straightforward, expedient vieans.

He has a lively perception of ends and means. Once he has an idea he is

willing to take the risk, act and test it out. As Newman tells Mrs. Tristram,

"Present me to a woman who comes up to ray notions, and 1*11 marry her tomorrow.

Aft
....I want, in a word, the best article in the market." Christopher felt

some rare creature all one's own is the best kind of property to possess.

"It's the greatest victory over circumstances."41

** 22l£ African had been "real" rather than "romantic" in Jameses sense,

Christopher would have been successful in marrying Madame de Cintre, for

James writes in his Preface to The New York edition that the Bellegardes*

preferred course, "a thousand times preferred, would have been to haul him

and his fortune into their boat under cover of night perhaps, in any ease

as quietly and with as little bumping and splashing as possible, and there

42accomodate him with the very safest and most convenient seat." Once

married to Claire, the Bellegardes would have with eagerness

taken everything he could give them, only asking for more and more. But

the Bellegardes do not jump at James's "rich and easy" American in the

novel; Newman is unsuccessful in gaining the wife he was after. Since

39. Henry James, The American , p. 27.
40. Ibid ., p. 49.""

41. Ibid ., p. 50.
42. Ibid., p. xx.
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what would have happened in real life does not happen in the novel, Janet

calls The American a romance. However, by showing that Christopher, in ell

hie New World innocence, lacks the savoir-faire in meeting European experi-

ence, Henry James reveals that the use of the pragmatic method alone can

lead to unsuccessful results.

The world, to Newman's vision, "was a great bazaar where one might stroll

around and purchase handsome things; but he was no nore conscious, individually,

of social pressure than he admitted the claim of the obligatory purchase.

He had not only a dislike but a sort of moral mistrust of thoughts too

admonitory} one shouldn't hunt about for a standard as a dog hunts around

43
for a master.** Europe has a sophisticated social standard, but the

complex Parisian world seems to Newman a very simple affair. Thus in being

undiscriminating and unperceptive, Newman in a sense fails as a pragmatist

since he does not follow the theory of truth by adding new experience to

his old opinions. He uses only the method of pragmatish by looking away

from first things, a supposed necessity like social pressure, and by looking

towards the last thing, his marriage . Even if Christopher Newman had been

successful in marrying Claire, only afterwards would he realize that this

event was allowed to take place in order for the Bellegardes to have access

to his money.

Noemie Nioche is an example of a pragmatist in The American who, unlike

Newman, "made her move with her eyes open.**
44 "She had been looking at the

wonderful world about her since she was ten years old, and he would have

been a wise man who could tell her any secret of the town.**
45

She has never

43. Henry James, The American , p. 87.
44. Ibid., p. 288.
45. Ibid., pp. 76-77.
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sacrificed her innocence because she simply never had any to lose. Valentin

describes her as intelligent, determined, ambitious, unscrupulous, and cap-

able of looking at a nan strangled without changing color. She is "a

beautiful little monster*' after money. According to Valentin, "She was

determined not to let her reputation go till she had got her equivalent.

About her equivalent she had high ideas. Apparently her requirements had

been mat. Well, they've been met in a superior form. The form's fifty

46
years old, baldheaded and deaf, but he's very easy about money."

At Noemie sat daily admiring the dresses of the rich Parisian ladies

touring the Louvre, she formed her conclusions of what she wanted in life.

She said she would not marry at all if she could not marry well, but the

European social scale places her in such a position that her only prospects

for marriage are grocers and butchers, men who cannot fulfill her ambitions.

She had to give up either her morals or her ideal, and being unscrupulous

she sacrificed her morals. Christopher Newman, on the other hand, was

deprived by the European social order of his ideal, Claire de Cintre, since

her family could not lower themselves to a marriage with a man in business.

He loses the tangible fruits of victory, but he captures the prize for

morality by exhibiting finer virtues than the Bellegardes in not taking

revenge when he has the opportunity. Newman, an American "pragmatist,"

choses good in making a moral choice; Noemie, a European pragmatist,

evil.

rebells against objective morality, but she is also rebelling

against her place in life. She wanted to raise herself on the social scale,

Just as Newman had been able to do in America, but the European situation

46. Henry James, The American, p. 288.
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stakes this impossible for Noemie. Valentin de 3cllegarde, who is of the

elite, wants to "lower" himself and do something. But his sense of honor

keeps bin within the social order which has priority over his rights as an

individual. He has nothing and he can do nothing, for his place in life is

made for him. He says, '"When I was twenty I looked round me and saw a world

with everything ticketed 'Don^t touch. •....! couldn't go into business, I

couldn't make money, because X was a Bellegarde.*'
47

Fixed principles like

the honor of the family name keeps Valentin from acting, which results in

a tragic waste of high human potential. When he does act to defend his

honor, he dies a senseless death in a duel.

Villainy and evil in the novels of Henry James are seen when one person

tampers or interferes with another persons freedom. Dogma, closed systems,

and fixed principles also interfere with the autonomy of the individual, as

is illustrated by the case of Valentin. If Valentin had acted and entered

business affairs to save himself from boredom, he would have had to turn

against the established social order, and in consequence he would have

ruined the family honor. Pragmatic action is not a possibility for Valentin

as it is for Newman, or Noemie, who is willing to sacrifice her honor. If

nothing else, the illustrations of pragmatism in The American seem to reveal

that this philosophy works best in a society where there are more business

opportunities and where class status is not determined by heredity. In the

fluid society of the Ikiited States at this time there were fewer fixed prin»

ciples, closed systems, and pretended absolutes and origins that a pragmatist

had to turn from.

Isabel Archer in The Portrait of a Lady 'was a young person of many

47. Henry James, The American , p. 47.
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theories} her iaanination was remarkably active. It had been her fortune

to possess a finer Bind than r.»st perBono among whom her lot was eastj to

have a larger perception of surrounding facts and to care for knowledge

that was tinged vith the unfamiliar**^ An American with thio type of

mind would seem better prepared for Europe them ChriBtopher Hewnan, hut

Isabel also has weaknesses, She relies on her own judgment; "She was in

tl
the habit of taking for granted, on scanty evidence, that she wee right,*^

she discovers she is "grotesquely wron ;,* but her Dclf-oateerc

and desire to think well of herself allows her to hold her head high. In

her Inexperience and with her meagre knowledge Isabel is unable to dis-

tinguish between appearance and reality at all tines, and she has seen

very little evil in the tforld, She hopes she would never do anything

wrong, but like a pragnatist she is willing to faoe the risk of any

eeaoltasnt she makes, 'llllect Janes and Isabel are alike in the way

they look at the universe* "she had a fixed determination to regard

the world as a plaee of brightness, of free expansion, of irresistible

action i she held it must be detestable to be afraid or ashamed, "-^

To act, to strive, one must believe, and '/HHon Janes* e "tfill to

Believe* 1b similar to the theory Isabel follows. She is ready to act

on the basis ef conceptions and notions unsuppported by final evidence? she

narrlee even against the advice of her beet friends, *Aot for the best,

51
tope for the best, and talcs what eones, "quotes "illian Jones, Isabel

norriee Gilbert Osmond, who she thinks is artistic through and through,

and who consults his taste in everything. She has never before net a

person of "so fine a grain,* :1th her ardent deeire to enlarge and enrich

48, Henry James, The . ortrait of a, kady, p, 675,

91, "ill ion Janes, The
, 17111 to, Peliovo and other essays in popular

philosophy and Human Immortality, p, JO,
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hor experience of life she feels that Osmond oan guide her, for he re-

presents culture, the highest forn of human lifei Isabel's Ideal and

the best pinee to Invest hor inheritance,

m the yearn following hsr marriage the will to believe is replaced

by the pragmatio theory of truth in Isabel' a nind, is sho encounters

new experiences her consciousness grows. "Hew truths ore resultants of

52
now experiences," writes "111 lam James in Premttiam, *$m have to live

today by what truth we can get today, end be ready tomorrow to call it

Me.hood.-55 ,lts hw impmai amrm„ l9atMl ilm„re ttrt 0mmi , t

art is empty foras and appecronoes baeteed by no ethioal responsibility or

inward state of grace, m the I'otobooks. Henry explains that «The idea of

the whole thine is that the poor :irl, who has dreamed of freedom and noble-

ness, who has done, as she believes, a generous, natural, clear-sighted

thing, finds herself in reality ground in the very mill of the conventional."-^

Henry tries to show in The Vortrait of n Lady through nalph ?ouchott

that the quest for culture is not a false goal or ideal, but '.'Hilars would

have talcon an opposite point of view by applying the pragmatic conception

of truth, "Ideas (which themselves are but parts of our experience) become

true just in so far as they help us to ffit into satisfactory relations with

other parts of our experience,*^ "Truth happens to en idea* It becomes

56"

true, is made true by events** Isabel's idea of culture does not help

her to get into satisfactory relations with her mvironment, for Osmond,

the representation of hor idea, is revealed through events as being a

deception. If Osmond had been true, then the idea of culture would have

\ 'illi-n iThmu, Pra^ixtlsn. p, llj.
Ibid., p, 1

". ' . lessen and Kenneth B. urdoefc, od,,
"

[Tie Tio.tebooke of
?onry Janes, p. 15,

B, : 'llli«sa Janoa, Pramatism, p,
55, ibid., p, 155.

"
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been true too, In • pragmatic way of loo'lng at reaults.

In 3tonlana Henry Jaace la not as concerned with the deetlny

of th© characters ae lie lo wi-V Ictorlal view of taerieon aoolal

conditions when the moral backbone of Tranaeendentallen hae broken down,

and the lunatic fringe of nature camps, nudist colonies, free unions,

womb'* erancipation and temperance -.lovenents developed. Henry lamosta

this period when a feel ins prevailed waonr; cone people that jgj; chance is

good. William Janes Beams to support this attitude, for he believes that

truth is always in the making, like the perfect society? but for truth and

the perfect society to develop there nust be action and change,

Henry Jamee felt that Mnerlca put too nuoh trust in reform movemente

and the idea that external changes solve everything. Public act should stem

from private Integrity and Henry tries to illustrate that reformers must

be healthy individuals to produce healthy reforne, Mlee Blrdseye plays

an important function In the book. Her features are blurredi •The long

practioe of philanthropy had not given accent to her features? it had

rubbed out their transitions, Wielr rasaninga. The waves of sympathy, ef

enthuslasn, had wrought upon than in the asne way in which the waves ef

tin* finally codify the surfsct of old raarblo busts, gradually washing

97
away their sharpness, their detail a,*'' she has loot her identity as an

individual, and her private integrity ia gone because "she belonged to any

end every league that haa been founded for any purpose whatever,*™ !3he is

an "esaentially fomless old woman, who had no nore outline than a bundle

of hay."59 nenry Is mere conservative about change than William, and

57» *
T«nry Janee, ?he noetonlane, P» *ft
Ibjd,. p. 27,
Ibid ,, p. 29.
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one of the noseagcs of the book is that v- ty, integrity* ««*

foresight, changes pressed by blurred individuals liko !!1sb Blrdaeyo esn

60
bring unhealthy rather than ;pod resulti to society.

Xh on article, *Pragpatic noallan in Tap 3oatonlsns. * Gillian

WBMurrty writes of author unhealthy Individual, Olive Chancellor, "Who

tries hardest of all to nrfce life bs I that suite herself. Her

habi induct is characterised by a strenuous ogecentrlcity that she

61
mistakes for idealistic altruist Olive certainly has pragmtlc

characteristics — she visualises the yorld as "really malleable, * wai

to receive its final touches by her hands* According to nn, *She

62
would reforr. the solar oyster if she could get hold of it."

"c urray says, "a pathological selfishness Irapele her to try to mdoj the

65
world reflect her 01m taage." ' She lives largely for the future, and

Jsmes writes, *The aost secret, the nost sacred ope of her nature nee

I she nl#it eoas day be a oartyr and die for sotaething.*6* Tier nature

*m» like a sldff in • storay sea,* " and Mr« "ttiurray believes she

thrived on confllctf "In a pluralistic and opposin- world, Olive stands

for a nonistic absolutism in the nam of Chancellor,* She eanpni,nns

for tJ» emancipation of women, striking at the heterosexual basis of

*.ety, and she Is opposed by ' asll Ransor. who wishes to preserve the

•aeeulinc tone." r. "e"urray suggests that The Soetonlans illustrate*

pragnatiss la the sense "that all absolutisms, when tested by experience,

,'ier nust yield their olaloe to sanctity or fall in disaster, * ' He

60. lwyn Borland, Lecture "otos.
6U61. illian Moi'urray, "Pragmatic "ieollsn in The Bostonlans. " Nineteenth

:

:<*%fy
^ion, --rch, I96B, p. 5*0.
enry Jaaes, mm Hostonlans. p. 7.

65. !c Hurray, o£. c.it .. pi
iry Jones, Jho ootonlans. p. 15.

65. Ibid., p. 10.""

66, 'to'torray, op. clt.. p. 540,
:bid., p. 5W#



bolioves teaeriean life oan bo marred by an absolutist psyct»logy, -orally

and philosophically, *?1orally It meanr in pretendl*- flutist

forma In our activity, we risk spiritual deaf , :ioaophiealiy It means

that. In limiting reality and truth to our narrow experience, we falsify

then at our peril, A jragmatisn that would free us of those things by

keeping life 'open' is what Janes urges instead**® Plural1stio openness

agrees with the pragnatle temper best, for as William Janes says, "It

->diately suggests an Infinitely larger nunber of tho details of future

experience to our nind,"

Henry Janes teens critical of tho whole reform movement and eaeh of

the roforr»rc. live Chancellor' a will to believe was so absolute It cut

off e~porlenee union might have brou^it clear insight resulting In worth-

while actions, 'fiea "lrdsey© Is so open to experience she Is no longer

en Individual, Basil Sanson describee the charlatan faith-healer Tarrant

as "false, cumins, vulgar, lgnoblef the cheapest kind of human product, »*°

It is clear to olive that "Tarrant wee a aoralist without a moral ssnee,"71

Kher Tarrant talks and wishes to insist, "She puckered and distorted

her face, with an effort to express the inexpressible, which turned out,

after all, to be nothing,

*

72 Daeil Ransom seems to express Henry* s ideas

about the age.

The vhole generation is seaanlaedj the masculine tone Is

passin out of tho world j It* a a feminine, a nervoue, hyster-

ic •tterlng, canting age, an age of hollow phrar-- se

delicacy and exaggerated solicitudes and coddled sensibilities,

which, if we don»t soon loo'- out, will usher in the rel,gn of

mediocrity, of the feeblest and flattest and the most preten-

68. 'C Murray, o£, cit ,, p, 3^4,
lliam Janes, Praasatite. p, ?

70. Henry James, Jie ostonlans, p,

71. ibi<;„ p. T,
7% id,, p. U'.
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tious that has ever been, The masculine ohoraeter, the ability

to dare and endure, to !*iow and yet not fear reality, to loc

the world in the face and take it for 't is — a very

queer end partly very base fixture — that ia what I want to

preserve, or rather, as I nay say, to recover; and I vast tell

you that I don't in the leaet oare what becoraes of you ladies

while 1 make the attanpt.7?

Henry Janes does not went a universe with oueh people contributing to

create ita truth. Pra<?aatists view* the universe "as r*®*ing in oil sorts

of places, espeelally where thinking bein-s are st work**7 An empty per-

son li1
| ^arrant ia at unrk in the world, and he "waa incapable of

|« opinion on the simplest occasion** ' In an

article, "Henry Janes as - itio," ointon Oliver says that Janes

is attacking the rise of the aggressive middle class to poli nd social

assendency. In "European ruling circles Janes observed tnsn who were of fine

breeding and who represented civilization*76 In ^to festoplane we diosover

that Olive Chancellor hates *?urope and would like to abolish it, and one

has the feeling that Henry Janes would have liked to abolish Olive Chan-

cellor ar.d others with olnilar hopes of reform.

Before disou- -ie pragmatic eharaotere in Jgje Princess CnaswMissliiw

it 13 helpful to note Uonel Trilltar's eor-raanta In The Liber

on what he oonaiders the main dispute in the fetal , since it was s

primary nark of differencs between Willion and Henry Janes*

The natter which is at Issue In Jig rlncees Casamoo-

sine* the diopute between art and oral action, the contro-

versy between the glorious unresenerate past and the regen-

erate future, was not of nerely general interest to !enry

Janes, nor, indeed, to any of tbe notable nenbers of the

Jones family* ^alph Barton Vvrrj in hio Thought sr

n Janeo find the question so real and troubl

7% Henry Janes, The n7^rtl|W- P» j?*3»
UisJB Jerea,

75* Kenry Janes, rho ostoninns. p» 10?*
76, Clinton Oliver, "Henry Jones as a Social Critic,* Antioch

, 19*7, PP« 7«
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in "ill lam's life that he devotee a chapter to it* "ill ion,

to whom tho antithesis often represented itself as between
"urope-ert end Aneriean-aetion, settled in favor of Amerioe,

end action* Henry settled, it would seen, the other way —

-

eertainly In favor of art. But whether "onry'e option necos-
serlly Involved, at wiilian believed, a decision In favor of
the past, a love of the past for, as people like to say, the
©net* 8 soke, nay be thought of as toe eeeontial matter of dis-
pute between William and Henry, ,,

V'illiaa cane to suspect that the prooccupation with art
was very close to Icror&llty,,,, .James even -oea do far as
to lnply that the men of art tncy be close to the secret <>««*"».--

ter of things when the man of action is quite apart from it,''

Henry' • insistence upon art oe a primary oeralisinr; force, and :.
Tilllsm*e

insistence upon action, cannot be roconolled, because one force tends to

destroy the other. Hyacinth Robinson represents the dllenm one Is faced

with when he must choose between "The flood of denocraoy rising over the

world| that would sweep all the traditions of the past before It,*™ and

the fruits of tho creative spirit founded on the unethical utilisation of

the greet majority of the people for selfish purposes, "There was no peace

for hin between the two ourrents that flowed In hie nature, the blood of

his passionate, plebeian nether and that of his long-descended, euper-

oivillsed oiro. They continued to toes him from one elde to the otheri

they arrayed hin in intolerable defiances and revenges against hinself.

He had a hl^h ambition $ he wanted neither more nor less than to set hold

of the truth and wear it in hie heart, "T^ Destroying the "despotisms,

cruolties, exclusions and monopolies of the past* would dissolve the base

upon which the "nonunentc and treasures of art, the conquests of learning

and taste, and the general fabric of civilisation" are founded. Hyacinth

77« Lionel Trillin-;, Jic liberal Inor;ln;\tion, pp, 77-30,
78, Henry Jaraee, The Princess fosj ja, Vol. 2, p.

Ibid,, Vol, 2,



eew»ot reject the past entirely and loo!' towards the future as a pragoatiat

does, and neither can Henry Jane** Pragmatism cannot -ediato between

Hyacinth' o love of the beauty of the world and his hete of the iniquity

of its social arrangements*

Paul Tuniment veers hi a truth near his heart j everything io wrong and

he wants everything changed. He is unlike Hyacinth, who is afraid the

democracy wouldn't care for perfoet binding or for the finer aorta of

conversation* Such eanoerns are too trivial for Paul's oonoideration*

"Ills absence of passion, his fresh-coloured coolness, his easy exact know*

lodge, the way he kept himself clean*.,in circumstances of fori contact,

constituted a group of qualitlos that had always appeared to Hyacinth

singularly enviable, 'toot enviable of all was the force that enabled bin

to sink personal sentiment where ft great publlo good was to be attempted...

He is after great ends and courses "necessarily averse to the eye of the

day and the observation of the police."^
1

Iftniaent is sinister because he

does not announce his principles, and he would stop at nothing in order to

secure his aims* Yet he is admired by sons characters in the novel for his

forcofulnese as a nan of destiny. Ae on opportunist and pragmatiat his

actions, particularly the brutal way he usee the Princess, lack a moral

quality that '111ion Janes would have found extremely objectionable. Lionel

Trilling aays that "Anarchism holds that the natural . roo&ioss of nan is

absolute and that society corrupts, and that the guide to anarchist action

is the desire to destroy soolety in general.* ' illiam Janes is no

anarchist olthourh he believes in the goodneee of nan, particularly Americans*

-»ry Joaec soos '—nqaesiaa. Vol* 2, pp. 1?7-138#

* Ibid., Vol. 2, p* -IO.
. Lionel Trillingi ?ho Liberal Imagination, p* §0%
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•When eeononic troubles became acute and broke out Into strikes (In the

United rotates), he treated the natter tx» a sere ease of growing pains* Re

pointed out to his brother 'onr dcago anarchisto were

continental foreigners* TTative Americans would not engage in nueh acti-

vities! *^* "illlara Jones should not be suspected of conspiring to support

the corrupters of society, but the pragnatic nethod is the one * Mussolini

says he used to reach his political beliefs by discarding f pure reason* or

*a priori principles* and adopting those policies which work out best in

practice* The true policies are the expedient policies* Through Paul

"unlrsent, Henry Janes shows how pragraatlora can be used by cold-hearted

egotists sinoe there is no way to guarantee f^ norai quality of action

within the philosophy*

The Princess Caaamssima is another example of a *elok* reformer whose

interests are nore oaprioes than noral di oooveriee* She is an intelligent

energetic woman who is bored and world weary. seeks to give acre

atoning to her life by becoming a sincere revolutionist with a noral inter-

est in holpin: the laboring classes* "The extravagance of her attitude in

these new relations would have its root and apparent logio in her need to

feel freshly about something or other - it night scarce setter what,*

writes James in the Prefaer . he folt she could feel freshly about the

sorrow of the people sinoe it is furthest away frota anything else she has

tried in her attempts to find a strong and final basis for life* ^illlsra

Jesses says, "The truth of en idea is not a stagnant property inherent in it.

Truth happens to an idea* It becomes truej is made true by events** In otlier

Three Janses . p* 16%
"111am Tfeckinr, Types of rtilloaophy. p* lhh,

rienry Janes, The Art of >vol» p* 7



words If we lack the necessary automatic belief, we erast act as if we had

the belief, and the belief will oftfi*. The Tinoeos throws f into

the cause, aets ae If she really believes j but her belief le not ssade true

by events as tfllllan Janea predicts. She novae to a ehabby house in Madeira

Oreeeent after she aaye ahe sold "everything* to give to the poor. In order

to acquaint heraelf with the sufferings of the poor ahe wants to feel the

eeneatlone for heraelf, but what poor, wretched person besides the Trineeas

has a piano, a maid, and the finest brand of teat

Lanbert Strether at the beginning of The Anbessadora haa net bean a

very aueoessful pragmtist in achieving practical reeults. Janes writes

to The 'otebooke i "He la an ArKjrioan,,,who hae,»,tho consciouanaes of a

good deal of prolonged effort and tension, the aenory of a good aany earnest

and anxious oxperiraonts — professional, practical, Intellectual, .oral,

personal — to look back upon, without, for hlneolf, any very proportionate

sense of acknowledged or achieved success."
5*

Lambert la a tsan who hasn't lived at all in the eense of pasaions,

sensations, ir.pulses or pleasures. There were few opportunities for enjoy-

ment in itoollett, "aeeachusetts. Ut his life strether has bean "ridden

•r England consci Jaiaas says he is vaguely haunted by the

feeling of what he has adssed, but Lanbert is too innooent or Ignorant of

life to 'mew that he is an unconscious victim of a stagnated enviroment.

Filled with a priori Judgments, Strether goes to Farie as *<ro, Ke«aone*e

ambassador to reaeue bar eon Chad from aoiae "wioked woasm* who, they are

quite sure, is bad for "'had, "lea ostrey tries to tell Strether at this

". ha Brtebooka of Henry Jatass . .
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tine that n *One oan only judge on the facts,' " and tlwit this woman could

' .-" -r '-.
.

; • *- •» — trether stared bsdtorft My . * fat*t bam§

venal — out of the stree ' These cot'ld very well be the words of

the "nernl swell, * Mrs, newsorae, who "pigeon-holed her fellow mortals,"

this wown in Perls is "above all a low person, a mere neroenary and

M
adventuress of the basest stamp, Lambert : s prejudiced against

Paris end Chad; either one he feels he cannot like, fie braces hlnself for

beir distressed about Chad, for he expects to find him coarsened, 'toollett

had insisted on his coarseness,

Such is the stare of "trether* s nind when he arrives in Europe, but

he is a particularly perceptive person who discovers the positive value*

of Turopean OttH , art, aesthetics. As he is gradually initiated into

a world of new values, his prejudices become modified and he finds it neoe-

esary to shift his aoral position, Gradually ho is liberated from narrow-

nindedness whieh has kept him from •seeing* and living, T"he procosses of

besotting aware, growing conscious, and satisfactorily adjusting to experi-

ence are of interest both to Million and Henry Janes, Chad has been made

over and nuch inproved, Aether is surprised to discover. It is perhaps

a specialty of Paris, or "admirably me de Vlormet who oarae after a little

to stand, with Strether, for nost of the things that make the charm of

civilisation as he now revises and imaginatively reconstructs, norally

reconsiders, so to speak, civilisation,^" The kind of adjustment made

by Strether in the novel is discussed by William Janes in Pragmatism,

JJ«
- Ambassadors. Vol, 1, p. £»

v -° "otebooks t sa, p, 501,
.., P. ^.
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The process of new opinions is always the sams. The
individual has a stock I opinlorir already, but he
meets a new experience wtoa strain, Sonscbody

oontradicts t!iemf or In a reflective aonent he diseoveres that
they oontradlet each other? or ho heoro of facto with which
they are incompatible j or desires arise in him which cease
to satisfy. The result is an tomr bis to which his
mind till then had been a stranger, and fron which he seeks
to escape by modifying; his previous mass of opinions*
saves as much as he sen, for in this matter of belief we
are all extreme conservatives. 9e he tries to char.

first this opinion, and then that (for they resist Changs
very variously), until at last sone new idea cones up
which ho can graft upon the ancient stock with a minimum
of disturbance of the latter, seme idea that mediates be-
tween the stock and the new experience and runs them into
mother most felicitously and expediently.

This new idea is then adopted as the true one. It
preserves the older si. truths with a ainlnm of
modlfication,,.The meet viol ,ns in on in*
dividual* s beliefs leave most of his old order stand-
ing* •• Hew truth is always a go-between, a smoother-
over of transitions. It rnarries old opinion to new
fast so as ever to show s minimum of jolt, a maximum
ef continuity .90

As William James describee it in Prajaaatlem, strethe^e nind "grew to

spots, and liks grease spots, the spots spread,* rtrother patched and

tinkered with his old beliefs and prejudices almost from hour to hour.

He reverses his decision to save Chad from Paris and :5ae de Vionnet, and

in doing so he sacrifices his prospect or marriage with 'rs, ftewsoaet the

promise of ease and security for the rest of his days. He leaves :%rla

Gostrey also to 30 back to a life of no prospects at all, for to be right

and to Illustrate he has maintained his own frame of morality he felt he

must not get anything for himself out of the wholo affair. 3trother*e new

opinions ccisit as true in gratifying his desire to assimilate the novel in

his experience to Ms beliefs in stock. But they are not true in the

practical sense of being good in life. As a man past his prlne, he is

90, "illiaa James, Pramatiam, pp, %-
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better off with ' beliefs because hie net? beliefs force loin to

reject the advantages of v^llett, "o la able to see '?rs* Feweome as she

really in. uJ
- ;joro important than mtorlnl gains to 'Ttrether is his

intellectually nore abundant life. US tells littlo Billhom,

The affair*.*of life * couldn't, no doubt, have been different

for raej for it's at best a tin muld, either fluted and era-

bossed, with omanental exoreecenees, or else smooth and dreadfully

plain, into which, a helpless Jelly, one's owi consciousness is

poured - so that one 'takes' the form,*«and is more or less co»»
paetly held by iti one lives in fine as ono can, ritill, one
has the illusion of freed'- -rreforc don't be, 15

out the manor Illusion* ***rvm't ot any rate raise

out of stupidity, •..no tdwt you like so long as you
don't mates jagr mistake* "or it was a mistake* LiveP1

all one con developing conooiousnese, Is as Important to

tfillian James as it is to Henry* For "illiam pragmatism is, among other

things* a charter of freedom from the narrow intellectualisn and *co£nitivism*

92
"io whole -eatem philosophical tradition* " Althc *ether had a

predetermined heredity, end his life probably could not have been different,

he can still cherish this illusion of freedom* Arnold laraith in an

article, "Henry Jones's Sceoncillation of Free Kill and Fatalism," states

that Strethor, whoa he calls a fatalist, pragmatically aocopted the illusion

of free will*

<s is 'llllan James's praijaatisrot If an illusion leads
to successful action, to progress, to happiness, then it io
msenincful, whether it is true or not* The Important foot is
net whether science or philosophy can prove er disprove that
free will exists, but that sons people want to believe that
they, to a considerable extent, can control their own actions*
In this way, the Illusion becomes a major motivating factor in
human behavior#93

0. Bt Bantoek writes in " 'orals and Civilisation in isnry Jame»»* that

James became a representative, rounded figure not committed to ono attitude

91. Henry Janes, The Agbassadors. Vol* 1* p. T!7»
onry David Aiken, American Prasmaticre ldered, ,

« p, 1

9% ".* "oldsmlth, "Henry James's Reconciliation of Pre© ill and
allam,* "lneteenth "onturr/ lotion* September, 19f58, p* 117.



*whioh was a sign of hie inner emancipation from the narrowness of

provinioal Aaeriea, 8 Accordin- to ' r. In &t most narked feature of

James's consciousness is his interest in the deaire for extension of experi-

ence. In this sense Henry is a pragmatiot, and :** Tontool: supports this

idea with a quotation fron The Notes of n ::'on and prober .

It takes some extraordinary set of circumstances or time
of life, I thin!?, either to beguile or to hustle us into indif-

ference to some larger felt extention roundabout us of 'the

world* • a sphere the confines of which novo or even as we our-
selves novo and whioh is always there, just beyond us, to twist

us with the more it should have to shew if we were a little
more •of* it,9*

Joseph J, fircbaugh and Marius Bewley believe that the unquestionable

root of The Golden Dowl is pragmatic thcu.-ht, ' r. Sewley said ."Aggie Vervor

is the greatest pragmatist in literature because she showed how truth can

be constructed out of lies. The verity of that truth "is in fact an event,

ft proeessi the process nnriely of its verifying itself,,. 9^ According to

"r, Dewley what constitutes so ouch of Henry James 1 * "American flavour* is

this pragmatic bent in his behavior, *this 'extreme freedom of improvisation'

In the world of human behavior - this belief that there is no Immutable

reality behind appearances, but that appearances can always be twisted into

96
new and convenient realities, *' Pragmatism existed in 'neriea before

"1111am James formulated it Into a philosophy, Americans had been success-

ful in making reality fit their own needs, and they were optimistic about

continuing to do so in the future. Expediency had come to be the good and

07
the true. In 1915 wssdbrldgc Riley described the feeling of the age.

9A, 0, T, rantock, "orals and Civilization in Henry James,
Journal* Deeeaber, 1955» p. 199.

95. ^rius Bewley, "Correspondence t The delation Between WUliam and
ry James.* Scrutiny, nrch 1951, p, y/ ,

97. JM^., pP, 533-555.
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In his collective capacity r^on now finds that hie fat*

is not wholly made for hin cither by meehanlo*! forcoe or suprene

powers. In the high confide th* strong will win, that

nothing is impossible to the powerful, he cones to the conclusion

not that he saist adapt If to the onvironraent, but that the

environoent oust adapt itoelf to bin. In a word, finding the

world so plastic, he coses to believe hinself no longer nsn, but

super-nan.*6

o Verver, indeed, concludes toot the environment nust adopt itself

to her deoires, and she io suececaful unlike Christopher rewraan, Isabel

Archer, or Lanbert ntrether who find themselves adapting to the environoent

when they are foiled in attaining their ends. Joseph «J. Firebaugh tele**

a radically different viewpoint about Maggie than other critics. Ke describes

Maggie as a tyrant, absolutist, Machiavellian creature who manipulates lift

to her purposes. During the first veluoe of the book she is innocent, but

when she attains knowledge she uees it "with all the ruthleseness of the

moralist who never doubts his vision of righteousness, "99 Mr, rirebau^*

feels this sense of righteousness lead her to the most selfish, heartless,

end cruel sort of conduct, which Janes did not admire. She preserve*

appearances and vindicates herself by manoeuvring others. Vftggie wins

back her husband's love, but in abandoning her innocence she becomes

monstrous. Janes is condemning "authoritarian treatment of the sinful,"

writes "irebaug1

*

The Golden Bowl is a gigantic horrified protest against

the sneeuvrir spyersneea tc raver a priori concept* of
the good, the true, and the beautiful f against the use of
'^j-:lo-: -c to -Ta.-crvo | M |*JHH Ifp******* in iNMMMfti
Thus it attacks the gentility of Janes' s era, But it doe*

raorei it attacks the effort to maintain an absolute In

theory and in appearance long after the absolute has been
abandoned in practice. It io nore then socinl criticism!

it is criticism of the very basis on which the notion of
the absolute stands,* "

98. ' .'oodbr! ley, Atacrican Thought, pp, 279-200.

99* Joseph obmigh, "The Vervcra, * r

'oonjo in 'Titiojsn. October,

100. Ibid., p. MO.
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Pirebaugh find* a terrifying foreign quality of the absolutists,

Maggie and Aden Vorver, and ho quotes William James, from a oourco he does

not specify, *W» must always apprehend tho abooluta aa If it were a forei

being,"
101

2f Wm*f Janes did not approve of Maggie using a specious

appearance of innocence In gaining hor and, James la criticising pragmatism

on the baala of usin- any old thing **»* works, aa Pirebaugh suggests ho la,

Bewloy, on the other hand, points out that even though Maggie la shown

aa a kind of puppeteer who control eventa and peroona with treachery, aha

Ilea with thought and purpoae for sonething enored and dear m iter happiness,

Bewley writeo, •The to Inaiat on here la that the lie le not merely

a lie of convenience* Jamos deliberately invests It with a certain sanctity!

It seems to be offered, not only as the expression of a beautiful oonacious-

102
nose, but aa a kind of philosophic eonnant on the nature of reality,"

It la interesting to find two critics who present ouch opposed points

of view of Henry Janes' • feelings about pragmatism in The Golden Ttawl,

However, the reader looks at Maggie* she is suooecsful In winning book

her husband* At the boginning of the novel she is innocent «id ignorant

of evil, She wants to remain "outside of ugly things, so ignorant of any

falaity or cruelty or vulgarity as never to have to be touched by thera or

to touch then,*
10

' She would like to go through life *with bandaged eyes**

She says, "I live in the midst of miracles of arrangement, half of whioh 1

admit, are my ownf I go about on tiptoe, I watch for every sound, I feel

every breath, and yet I try all the while to seem ae smooth as old satin

101 • Fire-bough, oj». clt« « p#
<'s10.

102, "orius Hewley, __ "ate, pp, 89-^0,

10J, onry Jamee, The fofdon '.fowl , Vol, 2, pp. 115-116",

. Ibid., Vol, 2, p. r



dyed rose-colour, 1'
10'5 Fanny Kawto&m says ehe kept oitt to sen away from

the rooks* When Maggie %eoon»s aware of the adulterous relationship be-

tween Charlotte and her husband, she has to face the ugly truth. "It was

a seone she sight people, by the press of her spring, oither with serenities

and dignities and decencies, or with terrors end sheas* end ruins, thing*

106
as ugly as those formless fragiaento of her golden bowl," These ore the

turn Twsoibilitios of aetion as *Joggis sees then* She decides to repress

all natural emotions, avoiding a direst confrontation of the truth, shoos

and ruins i she renaine "as sraooth as old satin** ,Jhen Charlotte stent

asks Maggie if she hae done anything to perplex or worry her, Maggie replies,

"I've not felt at any tine that you*ve wronged as** Janes writes that *It

positively helped her to build up her falsehood — to which accordingly,

she contributed another block,"107 By keeping silent 'toggle leaves

Charlotte and the Prince to fight the bat'

In deciding whether Henry Jones unconsciously pragoatlsed as he says

he does all his life it is interesting to see how his pragaatic characters

fare In achieving their ppnls. Christopher TTswoan is a person with innate

integrity who believes and acts norally, if soaswhat blindly, in on effort

to attain his goal* Jn a practical sense he fail 8j he is deceived by

European social standards In being rojooted by Claire de cintre^ elite

family*

Another general category of pragaatists are the l^uropeans, Moecde

nioche and Paul :>uniaent, who use Inaoral nssns towards a practical end -

taemey «• and both ore suseessful in gaining it* Undeceived and unconvinced

IT;, 'onry Jones. The Golden Bovl, Vol. -115*

K& Xbld* . Vol. 2, p. 5
io7, ibid ., vol* 2, p.
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by standards, they turn froi . ITocnie uses nsn for acncy and Pool usee

the Princess Oosanascina, "onry Jones shows that it ic easier to be an

ethical pragtaatist in Anserioa then In Hurep© because of the dlfferenooe in

the societies. Aasrioo was civilisation in the asking where a pragaatist

faced a fluid society, en open economic oystes, end few fixed principles*

A European jpragsfttist, on the other hand, faced a static society, a closed

econonic system, fixed principles, and control* One of the chief usee of

pragoatisn that "illiom Jsase had In rated, when he presented his philosophy,

was a taethod to help people mates moral discoveries, and to help thoa estab-

lish their relationships with the universe end God, In Europe aerality and

theco relationships were established by so .

Beth tfUHsm end Henry believe in individualist} nan should be a free

agent with free will, or at least he should have that illusion, Valentin

Bellegarde, a European, is ineffectual because he Is so tied down by his

static society and fixed principles that 1k> oannot act .1, except on

a hollotf ideal of honor* T
le loses his identity because botes a Bellegarde

ore essential than being en individual, Henry Jones is criticising

Europe for tho tragedy of Valentin Hollegnrde, but there is en equally

ineffectual American character, ?1ss Birdeeye, who finds too oany loose

principles and Ideas floating around in her fluid Aneriean eocioty. She

acts on. all of then end spreads herself in so wry directions that she

loses her outline as an individual* Ither of these people can bo cueeese-

ful pragantists because Valentin cannot act, and "ios Birdeeye aete too

often*

ftyaointh Hobteeon and the Prinoese Caeamsstea fall into enother

iste who are msueeeeaful. ^inth has tho belief



mA the freedoa to act, but his ends, anarchy and culture, tl

bo reconciled In bio mind, or In real life. The Princets* tho also la able

oosee anarchy and rejects eultuv oeeeful In find-

ing a firm basis for life beeauee she laek» gsnuine be

Lambert Strether grew closer to reality and a noro abundant life ae

his opiniono and ideas develop tint! boooae true* They are made true

events ao pragmatism's oor. of truth war! ^inc truth is

not coed for Strether in e practioal sense of V fltnblej he is too

old to aslsj use of new awareness* current ideas force hia to renouaee

his old* In doing so he not on! ir.M he has made a alstaJae in life,

but he sacrifices peace end security for the rest of hie days* Isabel

^her, li -other, developes new awareness | but cainin;; trv' ot

profitable to her either. She realise* what* it is too lnte that she ha*

cade a mistake by marrying Gilbert Osmond*

to looking over the general patterns tsp to this point, one sen eon-

elude that in these five novels Henry Jones shows that fulfilling the

definition of I praguatlst can be a frustrating experience. Pragmatism

looks reasonable as a theory on p^por, but in actual! 'eee not always

work - in fact, MM often than not it falls* Valent«n Collecnrdc'e ease

HI tee that in being free to act on© oust have no fisted principles or

eloeed systems that ere impossible to turn from. Having the right to

believe, one must believe, but the Princess Casemassiraa* c failure proves

that belief does not necessarily eota© with action as flilllaa James says it

would* In looki -rde the eonsequenooa, the fruits or ends of action,

one's ends must not bo contradictory* which is Myeanith'o dilema* If

one's ends are achieved, one must bo prepared for deception or reversal of



rnrpoa»» etoce pragoet' mnteee nor-
i
&> laabel dineover

Ollvo Chancellor learns that the world really ian»t Malleable and wait'/

to recoivo Its final touches by her hnr

vroblen arises In establish
- -ton *° *

eawe. -«*t net b -lute, etitf P experience end other possible

nttnat yet one nust not be ^dshy-waehy* either. The ono successful ethical

yragmatist In these novels, Christopher TTaunan, hae free action, belief In

Mnself

,

11 to take rieke, the desire to eee thin- s through, end ende

t were possible to achieve In Moerlee. at that tirae* T<erxy J»raas &>«a

not elaborate or eophasis* ISewea^e oonraerclal successes* He le a rleh

oan, but Jaaea does not feel hie ^noy-oa-inr methods are of enough inpor-

5© to introduce In detail to the render, "oerale nioche ia aleo a euecess-

^.gnatist, but In order to attain her real ehe hae to becone tmethleal,

sacrificing her 'iion an3 her raerali'

If t*fd* Server ie the evil-
' -wellinn, tyrannical monster who

vindicates hereelf by mnoeuvrio,^ othera, ae rebau# says, ehe la Juat

as T-dofeed end alnioter ae Pr 1 '-"tant who doee not announce hie principles.

But if ehe ie the sweet, Rood, lowly person of moral beauty and high eon-

ecienee whose greet dleeovery ie that •hx»b«E la neeeeeary in the eorvlce

of rpo&, »106 ao R. P, Blaetaur deseribee her, then Henry Jones ia illus-

pious pereon utto assimilates the novel to her experience* Both

of theee eetimtea of Jfrggle aeen too extreme, Ae a eensitivo, perceptive,

wholescos girl who really loves her hueband, ehe deeidea that telling a

few out-of-r or Ilea la better than beto* ethieal and forcing a

en Bowl * "rove Preea edition, 1962, p* xr»
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-cene, whi 3d probably load to the Iocs of her husboad*

Two paths of action are open to her ant ooses the noet decent,

elvilined one, revealing that she ntoll?.

she appeero. Charlotte mderectlraated her, ta Prince reoo©*

nices «nd appreciates her devc 'A, Instead of renaln" inno-

eenee and goodness, she has beeotae a " f shades* through the

growth of awareness * aaldng her n nueh nere hunen and intere arson*

xsni wants a wife who lilces "living In the nlraoles of errors,

raent,* but this I Vao sort of worsnn that the Prince would find satis*

fying* Haggle, then, Is in a category by heroolf by being a character

Asms was sympathetic with who was boir.;* successful as a pragostiot, Jn

order to attain her end Maggie has to stop out of her noral fran Ae

Henry Jaraeo finds ooraething he likes in pragtaatier., as In proved by

his III ' tb* Re 1'
-.at pragoatlisn Is intondin; In

helping people to find a nere abundant life, to make moral discoveries, sal

to grot? in ooneclousness} but he dooe not like bcoo
'

s whsu

it is tried out In Ity, It can be used by people laelcir.g in'

geneo, Insist or aerolite » He does not approve of the agcroselvo or un-

healthy absolutist pragoatiats after aoney or reforms who are willing to

use jbj; noane to achieve their ends. Me; I results of over-

looking first thinr-e, pr les, end necessities In turninr toward*

eonoecuencee, ??is t does not lio In pragmtie action or in

doing, but in contemplation, or being in an increase of awareness and

sensitivity,

while Henry .Tones does not fflly onde- thod of pragaatism in

his novels, he oeens to be In agreenent with the theory of truth. He



wanted hl3 £ood eharaoters to live and so* Mid nrow in janeea by

aealnilatins; the novel In thai* '•'«» eloeer to reality*

It la a tai3take to out MM esq^arioncea v" projudioet* As '.llHeai

Jones writes In Prametla notion of truth "la bound up with the way

in which one norwnt in our oxperionee nay lead ua towarda other nonente

which it would have been -forth while to be load to.*109 MNk illlan and

Henry believed In plurallen, aafefafj tho poasibilitiae of new experience

acre miaeroua. They alao bnlievo horolaa mteea life si T^ificrvjt. r-fllllam

writee, "1 ftad ayeelf aUUaaj to take the univoree ne really dangerous

and adventurous, wT ^fore backing out and oryinfj 'no piny* 1 "

The raoet admirable of Tien: i-a do net back eut| they aee their

netiona through with stoic renunciations of natural huoan inpluaeo aush ae

revenge, escape or war . support of the novels one earn say

Henry Jtoea la not an avtd
j

-ocntinr: this rtethod, even

unconsciously, to his readero. m fact he aeena to be warning then of the

outcome of notion before reflection. Yet h • the thoory of truth,

•Don't ot vjv? rnte nice things out of itjr," aaya Lamb© thor.

•Do what you like ao lone as you don't rr.teo n^ niat*ke, for it was a

oko. Mvet*

109* Will*

110. Ibid. , p. 190.
"
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Henry James and the Pragmatism of William James

With the introduction of William James's Pragmatism in 1907 comes

Henry James's enthusiastic response. In letters to William, Henry ex-

presses that he can work in the light of pragmatism and that he is lost

in the wonder of the extent to which all his life he has unconsciously

pragraatised. William, on the other hand, gives no indication that he

recognizes pragmatism in Henry's works.

The last of Henry's large-scale novels, The Golden Bowl , was finished

in 1904, three years before Henry acknowledged his adhesion to pragmatism;

therefore, a comparison of his novels and short stories before and after

the publication of Pragmatism cannot be made. Whether Henry was a pragmatist

in his own life is impossible to determine since he rarely committed himself

to direct statements of his ideas - he did not seek to impress his opinions

on the public. The purpose of this report is to determine why Henry James

acknowledged his adhesion to William James's pragmatism, and just what in

this philosophy he found particularly appealing. The procedure is to study

evidences of pragmatism as William James presents it in six novels by his

brother - The American (1877), The Portrait of a Lady (1881), The Bostonians

(1886), The Princess Casamassima (1886), The Ambassadors (1903), and The

Golden Bowl (1904) - for it is here that Henry James's ideas and feelings

can be found.

The pragmatism of William James includes a method and a theory of

truth. This method can be used by philosophers in settling metaphysical

disputes, but some of the characters in Henry James's novels follow a method

very similar to pragmatism's as individuals do in working towards their ends:

marriage, money, and happiness. Others follow the theory of truth in develop-

ing consciousness and coming closer to understanding reality.



The novels illustrate that the intentions of the founders of pragmatism

and the tendencies of the movement are often two different things. Noemie

Nicohe and Paul Muniment are European pragmatists who use immoral means

toward a practical end - money - and both are successful in gaining it. Henry

James makes it obvious enough that he docs not admire these people. The

Princess Casamassima. Miss Birdseye, and Olive Chancellor are also examples

of characters Henry James is unsympathetic with because they are unhealthy

reformers. Henry does not approve of people lacking intelligence, insight,

or morality after money or reforms who are willing to employ pragmatism as

a theory of using an£ means to achieve their ends.

Isabel Archer, Lambert Strether, and Maggie Verver are examples of

good people in the novels who follow the theory of truth, assimilating

the novel in their experience. They are better able to understand reality

after this growth of awareness. Unlike William, Henry Jameses test of

ideas does not lie in pragmatic action or doing, but in contemplation,

or being, in an increase of awareness and sensitivity.

From a study of the pragmatism of William James in the novels of

Henry James, it can be concluded that even though Henry James does not

endorse the method of pragmatism which overlooks first things, principles,

and necessities in turning toward consequences; he likes what the pragmatic

theory of truth is intending to do in helping people to find a more abundant

life, to make moral discoveries, and to grow in consciousness.


